This article highlights how small modifications to either the source code of a benchmark program or the compilation options may impact its behavior on a specific machine. It argues that for evaluating machines, benchmark providers and users be careful to ensure reproducibility of results based on the machine code actually running on the hardware and not just source code. The article uses color to grayscale conversion of digital images as a running example.
Introduction
In computer science, hardware providers use benchmarks to demonstrate their technology. A benchmark suite should be composed so that each of the benchmarks exercises features of the technology in a way that is representative of a larger class of programs. Two desirable properties oppose each other when designing a suite: it should be as concise as possible to minimize the time and effort necessary to run; and as complete as possible so as to evaluate the most features.
Conciseness is easy to measure, even without understanding the suite. In contrast, measuring completeness requires understanding the technology and how the suite exercises its features. To facilitate this, practitioners usually characterize individual benchmarks using general traits, and describe separately how groups of features in the technology are collectively exercised by each trait. For example, a benchmark can be said to be "memory intensive", with the general understanding that memory intensive programs will exercise the memory subsystem of the computer more than the processor or its I/O facilities.
Meanwhile, another reality of computer science is automatic program transformation. Benchmarks are rarely expressed by their authors in the same language used by the machine to run them. Compilers, and particularly optimization algorithms in compilers, can radically change the structure of a program, depending on configuration or from one version of a compiler to another. This reality entails the main argument of this article: machine features are ultimately exercised by the machine code of benchmark programs, not their source code.
The following corollaries should serve as words of caution for newcomers to the "art" of designing and using benchmarks:
1. a single benchmark program can test different machine features depending on which compiler and optimization options are being used; 2. small code changes to a benchmark that keep the overall function of an algorithm identical can change the set of machine features the program is exercising, depending on compiler and optimizations; 3. it is not sufficient to describe the algorithm or the source code of a benchmark to characterize which features of the technology it exercises. What to do about this? A gentle reminder seems in order: 1. do not claim directly which machine features a program exercises unless you know the machine code being run; 2. do not use different compilers or optimization settings than those recommended by benchmark providers unless you understand how your choice will impact the machine behavior; 3. do not change a benchmark source code until you understand how changes impact the machine behavior after compilation; 4. if the program code implicity depends on third-party components at run-time (e.g. operating system services), do not use different components than those recommended by the benchmark providers unless you understand how your choice will impact the machine behavior; 5. when presenting results, ensure both full reproducibility of the results and access to the program sources, compiler sources, operating software and platform specification so that the audience can cross-check the results. Reproducibility, eg. by making the machine code available, is a general requirement of the scientific method; access to sources is specific to computer science and made necessary by the sheer complexity of duplicating platforms and reverse-engineering machine code to understand what it does.
The rest of this article illustrates this point throughout a running example from digital imaging.
Example
A common operation in photography is the conversion of colored pictures into "black&white" or shade of grays. With digital images, a discretization of the image into pixels is assumed. An image is then characterized by a discrete domain of pixel coordinates, and the value at each position in the domain. The "color to grayscale conversion" can be generally described for arbitrary domains using a pixel-to-pixel numerical conversion, for example:
This specific formula accounts for the greater sensitivity of the human eye for green and blue relative to red. Given this pixel conversion function, the conversion of an entire image can then be defined as the application of the function to all pixels in the domain. This general definition is already suitable as an algorithm in a declarative functional language. However, this specification alone is not sufficient to define a benchmark because it does not define any work : a dataset to be operated on, with a specific workload in terms of image size, value types, data structure for pixels, etc.
Work definitions
In general, a work definition includes at least:
• the program implementation, defining both the computation algorithm(s) and the plumbing code that "connects" the algorithms to the environment; • a description of the program interface of the benchmark which indicates to the user how to run the program, what input it accepts and what output it produces; and • a set of reference workloads that the benchmark should be run with in order to produce comparable results. .
An example work definition can be phrased as follows.
• implementation: the computation algorithm and I/O code are given in Haskell in listing 1. The concrete data structures and the strategy to perform the computation are provided by the Repa and DevIL libraries; • interface: the input and output file names are given as first and second positional arguments on the command line. Although this specific implementation happens to accept any input image format accepted by the DevIL library, the benchmark interface only mandates binary PPM input and binary PGM output; • workloads: the benchmark should be run on input images of the sizes given in table 1. These sizes have been chosen to span a logarithmic range from 10 to 200M pixels, with multiples of both binary and decimal powers.
Example result report
The performance of this benchmark on the author's workstation is pictured in fig. 1 . This graph reports the minimum execution time from five runs for each of the input sizes in table 1. The title of the graph reports the platform where the program was run.
Since the execution time is expected to be linear in its input size, a more direct impression of the performance can be obtained by normalizing, i.e. dividing the observed execution time by the input size. As the result in fig. 2 shows, this program's performance increases with the input size until approximately size 10000, beyond which the performance stays stable at around 6µs/pixel.
Language and operating software
Both the programming language, its compiler and the surrounding operating software impact the performance of a given algorithm.
Consider for example the alternate C implementation of the previous benchmark, given in listings 2 and 3. This can be compiled with either listing 8 to use the same DevIL library as the Haskell code from listing 1 for image I/O, or using listing 9 to use POSIX system calls for I/O instead.
As the results in fig. 3 show, there are large performance differences depending on which software stack is used. In this example, the C implementation using the same image I/O routines (DevIL) is about 10× faster than the Haskell implementation. When using the same C code but the POSIX I/O routines instead of DevIL, another gain of 40× is possible.
These differences are commonly called abstraction overheads, and are frequently accepted by programmers as the necessary price to pay to benefit from the higher-level languages and operating software services. 
I/O overheads
Benchmark can be broadly classified into purely computational benchmarks, which only measure the performance of a program assuming all the data manipulated is already present "within the system", and system benchmarks which also include the time to move data in and out of the system. The program presented above belong to the latter category, because the measured time to execute includes the time to load and store images from and to files.
To gain more insight into the behavior of a machine, it is usually desirable, when possible, to separate the I/O from the computation costs. We can do this with the C implementation from listing 2 by removing the body of the computation, leaving only the I/O code. 
Traversal order
The order in which an algorithm accesses values in the machine's memory may impact its performance. Consider for example the difference between listing 3 and listing 4. Listing 3 accesses the data in rowmajor order (RM), i.e. successive inner iterations access contiguous locations in memory. Listing 4 accesses the data in column-major order (CM), i.e. successive inner iterations access items in memory separated by a full row. Example results are given in fig. 7 .
As this figure shows, caches can hide the impact of different traversal orders as long as the working set fits entirely in cache. When the working set becomes larger than the cache, the column-major order causes more cache misses and the performance degrades. Conversely, it is possible to deduce the overall cache size of a chip by observing at which working set size the performance of different traversal order diverges. In this situation, the column-major traversal can be said to be more memory-intensive than the row-major traversal, and thus excercises the cache system more.
Loop nesting
Control flow loops are the means in sequential code to apply an operation to the elements of an array. If the array is multi-dimensional, the straightforward encoding uses nested loops (listing 3). However, if the array data is contiguous in memory, it is usually possible to flatten nested loops to a single level, as in listing 5.
Although the resulting machine code performs the same arithmetic operations, and the total number of inner iterations stays the same, flattening can impact performance as shown in fig. 8 . In this example, the flattened loop (1D) performs up to 13% faster than the nested loop (2D).
This difference can be explained by either a simpler index computation or a lower number of branch prediction misses. In other words, the nested loop implementation exercises more the integer arithmetic unit and the branch prediction / tolerance facilities of the processor than the flattened loop implementation.
Data types and operation widths
Any numerical computation is translated to concrete machine code that operates on specific data types. A type determines both the representation of values as arrangements of bits, and the concrete implementation of the operations on these values. For a given computational problem, there may be multiple possible choices of types that would yield acceptable numerical results. Each of these possible types, in turn, translates to different machine code and thus different machine behavior.
For example, the general problem described at the start of section 2 can be computed using single precision floating point arithmetic (listing 6) or even integer arithmetic (listing 7) with no result differences visible by the human eye. As the results from fig. 9 show, on this particular machine and for this particular computational problem, the single precision performance can be up to 8% higher than double precision, and the integer performance up to 13% higher. From the perspective of characterization, the floating-point implementations exercises more the support for floating point in the architecture, whereas the integer implementation exercises the integer unit. With a machine without a hardware FPU, the performance difference should be expected to be even more dramatic.
Compiler
Even when using the same source code and work definition, the choice of compiler to transform the code may have an impact on machine behavior.
As shown by fig. 10 , in this particular environment the machine code generated by Clang/LLVM 3.3 peforms reliably faster then the code generated by GNU C 4.8 when using double precision floating point arithmetic; whereas for integer arithmetic there is no clear performance ordering between the two.
Compiler optimizations
Each compiler can transform the source code into machine code in different ways depending on which optimizations are enabled, and their parameters.
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